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Highly organized and detail-oriented professional with seven years of people to 
people experience. Proven leader with excellent analytical and problem-solving skills.
Also to obtain and challenging position with your company and have the opportunity 
for advancement.

EXPERIENCE

Pipe Insulator
ABC Corporation - SEPTEMBER 2006 – AUGUST 2007

 Do twelve hours a shift and do maintenance in the shop or even on 
the field.

 Measure and cut insulation for covering surfaces, using tape 
measures, handsaws, knives, and scissors.

 Fit insulation around obstructions, and shape insulating materials and 
protective coverings as required.

 Apply, remove, and repair insulation on industrial equipment, pipes, 
ductwork, or other mechanical systems such as heat exchangers, 
tanks, and vessels, to help control noise and maintain temperatures.

 Prepare surfaces for insulation application by brushing or spreading 
on adhesives, cement, or asphalt, or by attaching metal pins to 
surfaces.

 Install sheet metal around insulated pipes with screws in order to 
protect the insulation from weather conditions or physical damage.

 Measure and cut insulation for covering surfaces, using tape 
measures, handsaws, knives, and scissors.

Pipe Insulator 
Delta Corporation - 2001 – 2006

 Maintain a safe and hazard free working environment Properly 
insulate pipes Assist journeymen insulators when necessary.

 Operated power lift in a large factory setting.
 Removed, cleaned and replaced pipe insulation.
 Wrap pipes and insulated pipes and clean.
 Installing delta board and various types of pipe and duct insulation 

Accomplishments the union is not for me but I am an industrial pipe 
insulator .

 Duct, Pipe, &amp; Tank Insulation.
 Scissor, Fork, &amp; Boom Lift operations.
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EDUCATION

 Bachelor's in Biology - 2014(University of Texas-Pan American - 
Edinburg, TX)

SKILLS

Inventory, Stock Personnel, Cash Register, Filling.
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